
FOR A CONTEMPORARY FEEL
 

Silent Gliss

WAVE 
CURTAIN



Silent Gliss has created a unique curtain heading 
system that turns traditional curtains into a 
striking, modern design statement. Wave offers a 
contemporary look throughout the curtain drop: 
when opened, the curtains stack back neatly, 
and when closed the fabric hangs in a smooth, 
continuous wave.

Together with our Silent Track curtain range,  
Wave offers the perfect interior design solution.

Contemporary  
curtain design

NEAT CURTAIN STACK-BACK

Undulating curves when your curtains are 
closed transform into a neat stack-back when 
opened.



WAVE CURTAIN TRACKS

Wave is compatible with a variety of Silent Gliss systems:
 – Electrically operated curtain tracks
 – Hand or cord operated curtain tracks
 – Hand operated Metropole

The reinvention of 
the classic curtain.

QUALITY SINCE 1952

When you choose bespoke curtains from Silent Gliss, you can be 
assured of high quality products and manufacturing standards 
associated with an established, world-leading brand. 
 
Our experienced and trained staff are on hand to offer advice 
and support for even the most challenging projects. Whatever 
the level of complexity, Silent Gliss can guide you through the 
entire process from measuring to fitting the finished curtains.



WAVE CURTAIN FABRICS

Silent Gliss offers a wide range of 
flame retardant fabrics which have 
been tested and proven to work well 
with our Wave curtain heading. 

If non-Silent Gliss fabrics are being 
selected it is important to seek 
professional advice since not all fabrics 
are suitable for Wave curtains.

Fabrics for
high-end curtain
demands.

COLORAMA® – A SILENT GLISS EXCLUSIVE 

In 1981 Silent Gliss introduced an exclusive fabric that was to transform the 
internal shading industry: Colorama.

This sophisticated, soft and flame retardant fabric is woven to guarantee 
optimum hanging performance for both Swiss Pleat and Wave curtains. Such 
is its versatility it’s available in thirty colours, three transparencies and 
various finishes including Acoustic, Multicolour, Eco and Bioactive. In 
addition to being highly decorative Colorama has Standard 100 by Oeko-Tex® 
and Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM Bronze sustainability credentials.





PLANNING YOUR CURTAIN – GLIDER SPACING

The wave effect is achieved by a unique glider-cord contained 
inside the curtain track which stops the fabric being pulled flat 
when the curtains are closed.

The evenly spaced gliders ensure a continuous wave effect 
throughout the full width and drop of the curtains.

Choose from 80mm or 60mm spaced glider cord:
 – 80mm gives larger, more defined waves and is perfect for  

long curtain drops and heavier fabrics. The deeper waves result 
in a smaller curtain stack but you should allow a minimum 
fitting space of 160mm. 

 – 60mm creates a shallower wave and lends itself to short 
curtains and lightweight fabrics. You should allow a minimum 
fitting space of 120mm.

80mm

60mm Curtains that
dress themselves.
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The Architects of Silence

Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior 
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly committed 
to the development of the worlds’ smoothest, quietest systems 
using state of the art technology. 

Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers 
functional and durable products. Expert technical 
advice coupled with installation and support 
services complete the offer. Silent Gliss stands
for innovative, sustainable, tailor made solutions,
exceptional design and first-class quality.
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